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            Welcome to Unitedekta Group

        

          





          




          
    

          
              
              Hey there! 👋 
Welcome to Unitedekta Group


         United Ekta Engineering Udyog Pvt. Ltd. Is an off shoot of United brothers which was established in 1954.United brothers started as a company manufacturing and marketing stainless steel products  

          


                  

    Please Choose the Option Below

    




Complaint












                          

     So tell me - which one of our service offerings bring you here today?


    
     
         Would you like to speak with a member of our team to discuss your requirements at length?
         
         
         
    

    



   
        
        
        

    Enter your Name :
    
 
    









    
     
        
        

        

    Enter your Email Id : 
    
 
    








    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Contact Number :
    
 
    


 




   
        
        
        
        

    Our team will contact you soon regarding your Query.
THANK YOU!
    
 
    

     







                              

    So tell me - which one of our service offerings bring you here today?


     
     
         Apparel ERP is developed specifically for the needs of apparel, leather and fashion accessories companies. Apparel ERPs interconnected modules are flexible, configurable and span the entire manufacturing process, from style development to the shipment of finished garments/ products. With unprecedented domain knowledge in fashion, apparel, footwear & fashion accessories, Apparel ERP software offers specialized end-to-end solutions for different segments of the fashion value chain from Domestic Brands and International Exporters.

If You are Intrested So Please Click on Yes,Please
         
         
    


     
        
        
        

    Enter your Name :
    
 
    







    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Email Id :
    
 
    








    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Contact No. :
    
 
    


 




   
      
        
        
        

     Our team will contact you soon regarding your Query.
THANK YOU!
    
 
    








                              

    So tell me - which one of our service offerings bring you here today?


    
     

    
    An Award Winning CRM (best travel CRM) helping Travel Industry to manage their complete operations starting from Query Management, Quotation, Voucher and Invoicing.
In Which Module Are You Intrested?
           inBOUND

OUTBOUND

MICE





    TRAVCRM inBOUND is a Comprehensive Travel Management System specifically crafted to automate Inbound Travel Company Operations from beginning to end.

    

    















    
         Would you like to speak with a member of our team to discuss your requirements at length?
         
         
    

    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Name :
    
 
    


    







    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Email Id:
    
 
    








    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Contact No. :
    
 
    
 

 




   
      
        
        
        

    Our team will contact you soon regarding your Query.
THANK YOU!
    
 
    

    

    


    
    TRAVCRM OUTBOUND helping Travel Industry to manage their complete operations starting from Mail, Query Management, Quotation, Voucher and Invoicing.

    

    














    
         Would you like to speak with a member of our team to discuss your requirements at length?
         
         
    


     
        
        
        

    Enter your Name :
    
 
    


    







    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Email Id:
    
 
    








    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Contact No. :
    
 
    
 

 




   
      
        
        
        

    Our team will contact you soon regarding your Query.
THANK YOU!
    
 
    






    Manage Travel Operation In Simply Mice Management Experience and Control Company Costs

    

    












    


    
         Would you like to speak with a member of our team to discuss your requirements at length?
         
         
    

    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Name :
    
 
    


    







    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Email Id:
    
 
    








    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Contact No. :
    
 
    
 

 




   
      
        
        
        

    Our team will contact you soon regarding your Query.
THANK YOU!
    
 
    

    

    






                              

    Customers can be connected to the internet 24/7, many prefer faster, self-serve options for customer service


    
     
         This program sends agents notifications when they need to be more upbeat, when to escalate the complaint to a manager and when the customer is in a heightened emotional state. By helping agents adjust their tone to properly address the customers emotional needs, it boosts their chance of a successful resolution.
         
         
    

    
    
    
    
    

     
        

    
            Enter your Name :
 

        
        
        
                    Enter your E-Mail Id :
 
        

  Enter your Contact No :
 
        
        
        

        
                Submit
                

        

    






















    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your product :
    
 
    








    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Product Category :
    
 
    


 





     
        
        
        

    Enter your Invoice :
    
 
    


 






     
        
        
        

    Enter your issue :
    
 
    


 










     
        
        
        

    Enter your Invoice No :
    
 
    


 








     
        
        
        

    Explain your issue :
    
 
    


 







     

            
             
        
                GENERATE OTP

        
            



    
 
    


 

 
    

   
     
        
        
        

    Our team will contact you soon regarding your Query.
THANK YOU!
    
 
    







                              

    So tell me - which one of our service offerings bring you here today?


    
     
         The key idea of coming into the world of business is often read as an offering of products and services with a basic reason behind it defining the purpose i.e. why is your product or service here and what do you intend to do by offering to the customers. This was a very basic concept which worked wonders for company bigshots back in time before the invention of Best Digital Marketing Agency.
         
         
    


     
        
        
        

    Enter your Name :
 
    







    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Email Id :
    
 
    








    
  
        
        
        

    Enter your Contact Number :
    
 
    


 




   
      
        
        
        

    Our team will contact you soon regarding your Query.
THANK YOU!
    
 
    










                              

    So tell me - which one of our service offerings bring you here today?


    
     
         Would you like to speak with a member of our team to discuss your requirements Regarding Virtual Office?.
         
         
    


     
        
        
        

    Enter your Name :
 
    







    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Email Id :
    
 
    








    
     
        
        
        

    Enter your Contact Number :
    
 
    


 




   
      
        
        
        

    Our team will contact you soon regarding your Query.
THANK YOU!
    
 
    







        

    

    


    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    


    

        
        
        
        
        
        
        

        

    

   
        
    
    

        
        
        
Select
Water Bottles
Tri-Ply Stainlness Steal
Silver Aluminium Cookware
Bulging Shape Cookware
Speckle Finish Cookware
Stainless Steel Cookware
 Hard Anodised
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                We are into IT Enabled Products
and Services but what we deliver is
Customer Satisfaction



            
                Industry Specific ERP and CRM
Company for MSME Segment curated
and developed by Experts of Respective
Industries, focusing on Next Gen
Systems with Deep Technology
Integration.

            

        

    

    
        
            Innovation


            Is The Only Way To Win


            -By Steve Jobs
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        Customer's Appreciation

        Our Motivation
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                        Prioritize

                        High-Quality Leads

                        
                              TRAVCRM Best Travel CRM software is cloud-based and created especially to meet the demands of tour operators and travel agencies. Travel organizations may improve customer happiness, optimize operations, and achieve sustainable development with its all-inclusive feature set. It assists travel businesses with handling all aspects of sales and operational management, from lead generation to customer retention. A consolidated platform for tracking sales funnel, maintaining client data, automating processes, and producing reports is offered by TRAVCRM. Modules for organizing reservations, bills, and itineraries are also included.

Travel agencies may profit especially from TRAVCRM, which increases revenue, boosts productivity, lowers expenses, and improves client happiness.   tour and travel  Businesses may discover excellent leads, close deals faster, automate procedures, and give each customer with individualized services by using the comprehensive platform that TRAVCRM offers for storing customer data, tracking sales funnels, and managing activities. Higher income, stronger client relationships and a competitive edge in the travel industry are the outcomes of this.

TRAVCRM, a cloud-based customer relationship management (CRM) software specifically designed for travel agencies and tour operators, offers a comprehensive suite of benefits that streamline operations, enhance customer satisfaction, and boost profitability for travel businesses of all sizes.
With a single platform for controlling sales funnels, preserving client information, and fostering new leads, TRAVCRM helps travel agencies increase revenue. 

Through the elimination of many software applications and the consolidation of functions onto one easy-to-use platform, TRAVCRM helps travel firms reduce costs. Processes are streamlined, duplication is decreased, and IT costs for software licensing, upkeep, and training are decreased as a result of this consolidation.

Through personalized service for every customer, TRAVCRM improves customer satisfaction.Travel agencies may deliver customized travel solutions and predict client needs before they emerge by using TRAVCRM to obtain a thorough grasp of their clients' requirements, preferences, and travel history. Positive word-of-mouth marketing, repeat sales, and client loyalty are all boosted by this individualized strategy.
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                      A specific module called TRAVCRM Best Travel CRM   was created to simplify and streamline inbound travel companies' operations.With a full feature set tailored to the specific requirements of inbound travel agencies, it helps them successfully handle leads, schedule itineraries, and cultivate connections with clients. It also offers insightful information for data-driven decision-making. 
                      

                      A unified platform that smoothly combines lead management, itinerary planning, and post-trip follow-ups is the foundation of inbound traveler resource management.From early inquiry to final reservations, the lead management system carefully nurtures leads to make sure no opportunity is lost.Incoming tourists may create bespoke itineraries more easily with the help of the itinerary planning tool, which guarantees a smooth travel experience.Furthermore, by building enduring ties with arriving tourists, the post-trip follow-up strategy encourages repeat business and client loyalty. 
Inbound TravCRM is available as a cloud-based solution, making it easy to access and use from anywhere in the world. It is also highly customizable, allowing agencies to tailor the system to their specific needs and workflows.
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                      A specific module called  TRAVCRM Outbound was created to enable outbound travel companies to efficiently manage and enhance their business operations. It provides a complete feature set that is tailored to the requirements of Outbound travel agencies, assisting them in enhancing customer support, streamlining operations, and promoting business growth.
A single platform that effortlessly combines lead management, itinerary planning, and customer relationship management (CRM) features is the foundation of Outbound TravCRM.From first inquiries to final bookings, the lead management system carefully nurtures leads to make sure no opportunity is lost. Creating personalized itineraries for leaving guests is made simpler with the itinerary planning tool, ensuring a hassle-free and delightful travel experience. Agencies may also maintain comprehensive, current client profiles thanks to the CRM system, which fosters long-lasting relationships and repeat business.
Beyond operational efficiency, Outbound TravCRM empowers agencies to make data-driven decisions through its robust reporting system. Agencies can track outbound travel sales, performance metrics, and customer trends, enabling them to identify areas for improvement, optimize strategies, and maximize profitability.
Outbound TravCRM is available as a cloud-based solution,providing easy access and flexibility to access and manage operations from anywhere in the world. It is also highly customizable, allowing agencies to tailor the system to their specific needs and workflows.
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                       MICE TRAVCRM is a specialized module designed to empower MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conferences & Events) organizers to manage and optimize their operations effectively. It provides a comprehensive suite of features tailored to the unique requirements of MICE event management, enabling organizers to streamline processes, enhance customer service, and drive business growth.
At the heart of MICE TravCRM lies a centralized platform that seamlessly integrates lead management, supplier management, quotation generation, cost sheet generation, payment requisition, and invoice generation. The lead management system meticulously nurtures leads from initial inquiries to final bookings, ensuring no potential opportunity is overlooked. The supplier management system simplifies the process of managing and communicating with vendors, ensuring seamless event execution. The quotation and cost sheet generation tools empower organizers to create accurate and personalized proposals for clients. The payment requisition and invoice generation functionalities streamline financial processes and ensure timely payments.
Beyond operational efficiency, MICE TravCRM provides valuable insights for data-driven decision-making through its comprehensive reporting system. Organizers can track MICE event sales, performance metrics, and customer trends, enabling them to identify areas for improvement, optimize strategies, and maximize profitability.
MICE TravCRM is available as a cloud-based solution, offering easy access and flexibility to manage operations from anywhere in the world. It is also highly customizable.
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                      A specific module called  Domestic TRAVCRM  was created to meet the complex requirements of domestic travel firms.It gives agencies the tools they need to achieve sustainable development, enhance customer service, and streamline operations with a complete range of features designed with domestic travel in mind.

Fundamentally, Domestic TRAVCRM provides a consolidated platform that combines itinerary planning, lead management, and follow-ups after trips in an easy-to-use manner.From first enquiries to final bookings, the lead management system carefully nurtures leads to make sure no opportunity is lost.Creating customized itineraries for domestic travelers is made easier with the help of the itinerary planning tool, which promotes a smooth travel experience.Furthermore, by building enduring relationships with passengers, the post-trip follow-up strategy encourages repeat business and client loyalty.

Domestic TRAVCRM is available as a cloud-based solution, offering easy access and flexibility to manage operations from anywhere in the world. It is also highly customizable, allowing agencies to tailor the system to their specific needs and workflows.
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CXO App



The CXO app is a powerful tool that allows senior management to keep track of their sales team's performance in real-time.
With valuable insights into key metrics such as pipeline progress and team performance, CXOs can make informed decisions and take corrective action to improve sales outcomes.





Client App


This innovative app provides a paperless experience to customers.
With this app, travelers can avoid the inconvenience of carrying multiple vouchers and documents, making their travel experience more enjoyable.
The TRAVCRM CXO App simplifies the customer experience, saves time, and reduces stress. Overall, the app offers a convenient and efficient solution for foreign travelers seeking a stress-free journey.




Driver Assistant App



Driver assistants can provide a comprehensive solution for managing transfer duties, including alerts for pending duties and notifications for completed ones.
This can help ensure the timely and efficient completion of duties, reducing the likelihood of errors or oversights.




Guide App



Guide apps help guides manage tours by tracking completed, pending and upcoming tours day-wise or month-wise.
With alerts and notifications, guides can stay on top of schedules and manage their duty information and itineraries.




Sales Planner App


Sales planner apps streamline the sales process, enabling reps to prioritize their efforts and maximize efficiency.
They also benefit in-house sales operations, enabling teams to collaborate and align around shared goals while managing calls, meetings, tasks, and targets in one centralized tool, optimizing performance and reducing redundancies.
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                        TRAVCRM-Create Quotation

                        Within 60 Seconds

                        
                              In the competitive tourism sector, turning leads into reservations requires generating accurate quick quotes. With its powerful quotation generator, Travcrm turns out to be a game-changer for travel agencies looking to improve client satisfaction, increase sales productivity, and accelerate the quote production process.


Seamless Quotation Creation at Your Fingertips

Travcrm's intuitive quotation generator simplifies the process of creating comprehensive and personalized quotations. With its user-friendly interface and pre-built templates, you can effortlessly generate quotations tailored to each customer's unique needs and preferences.


Automate Repetitive Tasks for Enhanced Efficiency

Travcrm eliminates the time-consuming hassles of manual quotation calculations and formatting. Its automated features streamline the process, allowing you to generate accurate quotations in a matter of seconds, freeing up your time to focus on building customer relationships and closing deals.


Personalized Quotations for Customer Delight

Travcrm empowers you to create personalized quotations that resonate with each customer's travel aspirations. Incorporate customer-specific preferences, pricing options, and itinerary details to showcase your expertise and commitment to delivering exceptional travel experiences.


Integrate Quotations Seamlessly for a Unified Workflow

Travcrm integrates seamlessly with your existing travel booking system, ensuring a smooth and efficient workflow. Generate quotations, manage bookings, and track customer interactions all within a single, unified platform, eliminating the need for data duplication and manual data entry.

Data-Driven Knowledge for Well-Informed Quotation Tactics

You may gain insightful knowledge about market dynamics, booking patterns, and client preferences by using Travcrm. Make use of this information to improve pricing, improve your quoting strategies, and create customized packages to the specific demands of your target market.

With Travcrm, Accept the Future of Travel Quotation

Travel companies' creation and administration of quotes is revolutionized by Travcrm.With Travcrm's user-friendly interface, automated features, customized quotation capabilities, seamless integration, and data-driven insights, you can increase sales productivity, optimize your quoting process, and improve client satisfaction all at once.


Invest in Travcrm now to see the revolutionary potential of an innovative quote generator intended to launch your travel company into success.

Travcrm: Your Single-Stop Solution for Effortless Quotes and Sales Achievement
Accept the future of travel quotes with Travcrm and see how you may improve client satisfaction, increase sales efficiency, and speed up the quoting process.

Book a demo with us to generate your quotation within 60 seconds 
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                360o of Travel Technology

            

            
                
                    TRAVCRM is a full-featured Travel CRM software solution created for innovative tourism businesses. To boost sales efficiency and income, it automates every stage of the process, including lead management and assignment, question answers, streamlined follow-ups, automatic email alerts, and advance reporting.
                

            

        

        
        
            
            
            
                Inbound

                 A comprehensive travel CRM program created especially for incoming travel agents is called TRAVCRM Inbound. Having leads, reservations, and operations all in one place makes it easier for you to grow your business. For inbound travel agents looking to expand their business to new heights, TRAVCRM Inbound is the best option.

            

            
                Outbound

                 A complete travel CRM program created especially for outbound travel agencies is called TRAVCRM Outbound. It makes it easier to automate your sales process, handle leads and customers effectively, and close more deals. For outbound travel agencies looking to grow their business and boost sales, TRAVCRM Outbound is the best choice.
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                Mice

                 TRAVCRM MICE is a specialized travel CRM software designed to manage meetings, incentives, conferences, and events (MICE) efficiently. It simplifies the entire MICE travel process, from lead generation to event execution. If you're a MICE professional looking to take your event management to the next level, TRAVCRM MICE is the perfect solution.

            

            
                Domestic

                 For travel agencies that operate in the country, TRAVCRM Domestic, a travel CRM software, is a comprehensive solution. Your domestic travel operations are streamlined, from lead and booking management to task automation and report generation. For domestic travel businesses looking to expand, TRAVCRM Domestic is the best option.
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            Introduction:
As the number of travelers rises every year, travel companies confront issues in maintaining client satisfaction and satisfying the expectations of travelers.

There are many responsibilities associated with travel that must be completed on a daily basis due to the growth of the travel business.

Not every client is the same. In this industry, there are many demands, wants, and expectations that must be met.
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                Why Choose Us?

            

            
                
                    TRAVCRM is a full-featured Travel CRM software solution created for innovative tourism businesses. To boost sales efficiency and income, it automates every stage of the process, including lead management and assignment, question answers, streamlined follow-ups, automatic email alerts, and advance reporting.
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                                      01      
                                      What is TRAVCRM?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        TRAVCRM is a cloud-based Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software designed specifically for the travel industry. It helps travel agencies, tour operators, and destination management companies streamline their operations, manage leads and bookings, and improve customer relationships.
                                    

                                  

                                

                                
                                 
                                  
                                       02
                                      How will TRAVCRM help increase productivity?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        TRAVCRM automates many manual tasks and provides a centralized platform for managing all your travel business processes. This leads to increased efficiency, reduced paperwork, and more time for selling and servicing your clients.
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                                      Why does the travel industry need TRAVCRM?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        The travel industry is highly competitive and customer-centric. TRAVCRM helps travel businesses differentiate themselves by providing superior customer service, personalized offers, and efficient operations.
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                                      What are the different modules available in TRAVCRM?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        Inbound: Manage your leads, inquiries, and bookings for inbound travel packages.
Outbound: Design and manage customized travel packages for outbound clients.
MICE: Plan and execute meetings, incentives, conferences, and events.

Domestic: Manage your domestic travel bookings and operations.
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                                      Can I access TRAVCRM from anywhere?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        Yes, TRAVCRM is a cloud-based solution that can be accessed from any device with an internet connection. This allows you to work remotely and manage your business from anywhere in the world.
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                                      What are the benefits of using TRAVCRM over other CRM options?


                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        TRAVCRM is specifically designed for the travel industry, so it understands the unique needs of travel businesses. It offers a wide range of features and functionality, is easy to use, and is backed by a team of experts.
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                                      How does TRAVCRM help to grow business at large scale?


                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        TRAVCRM provides the tools and insights you need to attract new clients, convert leads into bookings, and retain existing customers. It also helps you identify and track marketing campaign performance, optimize your sales process, and make data-driven decisions.
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                                       How is data secured in TRAVCRM?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        TRAVCRM uses industry-standard security protocols to ensure that your data is safe and protected. Data is stored in the cloud on secure servers, and access is restricted to authorized users only.
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                                      What is Apparel ERP?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        Apparel ERP is a software solution designed specifically for the apparel industry. It helps businesses manage all aspects of their operations, from product design and development to manufacturing, inventory management, and sales.
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                                      How can Apparel ERP help my business?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        Increased efficiency and productivity: By automating manual tasks and streamlining processes, Apparel ERP can help you save time and money.

Improved inventory control: Apparel ERP helps you track your inventory levels in real time, so you can avoid stockouts and overstocks.

Enhanced customer service: By providing accurate and up-to-date information about your products and orders, Apparel ERP can help you improve customer service.

Better decision-making: Apparel ERP provides you with the data and insights you need to make informed decisions about your business.
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                                      What are the different modules of Apparel ERP?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
Manufacturing Execution System (MES)

Supply Chain Management (SCM)

Inventory Management

Sales and Order Management
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                                      What are some of the benefits of using Apparel ERP?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        Increased efficiency and productivity

Improved inventory control

Enhanced customer service

Better decision-making

Reduced costs
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                                      What are some of the key considerations when choosing an Apparel ERP solution?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        The size and complexity of your business

Your budget

Your specific needs and requirements

The features and functionality of the software

The deployment options

The vendor's reputation and track record
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                                      What is DeBox Global?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        DeBox Global is a crm software and mobile app development company.we offer a range of services, including:


Travel CRM (TRAVCRM): A cloud-based CRM solution specifically designed for the travel industry.

Apparel ERP: An ERP solution designed for the apparel industry.

Software development: Custom software development for businesses of all sizes.

Mobile App Development: Mobile app development for iOS and Android devices.

Digital Marketing: Digital marketing services, including website design, search engine optimization (SEO), and social media marketing.
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                                      What are the values of DeBox Global?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        Innovation: DeBox Global is committed to developing new and innovative software solutions.

Customer satisfaction: DeBox Global is dedicated to providing excellent customer service and support.

Quality: DeBox Global is committed to delivering high-quality software products and services.

Integrity: DeBox Global operates with honesty and integrity.
Teamwork: DeBox Global values teamwork and collaboration.
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                                      What kind of support does DeBox Global provide?

                                  

                                  
                                    
                                        DeBox Global offers a comprehensive support system, including email, phone, and live chat support. We also provide online documentation and training materials.
You can find more information on the DeBox Global website, including product brochures, case studies, and customer testimonials
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